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Colloquī is a Deacon’s Corner 

weekly journal. Its mission and 

purpose: to encourage serious 

discussion, to promote reasoned 

debate, and to provide serious 

content for those who hope to 

find their own pathway to God.  

Each week Colloquī will contain 

articles on theology, philoso-

phy, faith, religion, Catholicism, 

and much more.  

Be forewarned! Articles may 

and often will contain fuel for 

controversy, but always with 

the express intent to seek the 

Truth, the whole truth, and 

nothing but the truth, so help us 

God. 

The Cross We Bear 
Suffering uninterrupted  

T 
here is a cross bespoke for 

each, tailored to specifica-

tions so exacting as to test the 

soul: no more, no less, but to 

precisely measure the forbearance, the 

endurance of the soul. Each born into 

this world will bear their cross from 

birth until … well that depends on how 

well it is carried.  

I was reminded of 

this during Easter Vigil 

when we knelt while the 

litany of the saints was 

sung. A childhood fall 

managed to permanently 

compress my lower spine 

which has led to a life-

time of recurring pain 

when nerves are pinched 

between too close vertebra. Coupled 

with aging knees which no longer care to 

bend and the moments it took to sing the 

litany quickly became excruciatingly 

painful. So much so that I found myself 

requiring the strong arms of two much 

younger men to return me to an upright 

position.   

What this brief experience brought 

to mind after some reflection is but a 

small reminder. No matter the pain, no 

matter the loss, no matter the suffering 

we encounter throughout our lives we 

always have the option to accept or com-

plain about it. We can look at it as a test 

of our fortitude, of our willingness to 

suffer short-term pain for long-term (i.e. 

eternal) happiness or we can look at it as 

a short-term indicator of a far more ex-

cruciating eternity of suffering and pain.    

The pain which I experi-

enced was truly excruci-

ating but only for a brief 

moment or two. The 

thought of suffering such 

pain uninterrupted for-

ever reminded me that it 

was only a test. It was 

only a test, but a test nev-

ertheless.  

A 
 test which gave me pause to 

reconsider whether I have 

been carrying my cross with-

out complaint or trying to offload its bur-

den onto someone else. Jesus carried his 

cross without complaint and rose in glo-

ry. Shouldn’t we be doing the same? 
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For Want Of Argument 
The lost art of controversy 

O 
ver eight decades ago, 

Venerable Fulton J. 

Sheen lamented on the 

lost art of argument. Not 

argumentation which is now unfortu-

nately so prevalent: the often near-

maniacal ad hominem rants of the irra-

tionally close-minded, but rather that 

of deliberative, well-considered 

thought-provoking controversy.   

“Once there were lost islands, but 

most of them have been found; once there 

were lost causes, but many of them have 

been retrieved; but there is one lost art that 

has not been definitely recovered, and 

without which no civilization can long 

survive, and that is the art of contro-

versy. The hardest thing to find in the 

world today is an argument. Because 

so few are thinking, naturally there are 

found but few to argue. Prejudice there 

is in abundance and sentiment too, for 

these things are born of enthusiasms 

without the pain of labor. Thinking, on 

the contrary, is a difficult task; it is the 

hardest work a man can do — that is 

perhaps why so few indulge in it. 

Thought-saving devices have been 

invented that rival labor-saving devic-

es in their ingenuity. Fine-sounding 

phrases like “Life is bigger than logic,” or 

“Progress is the spirit of the age,” go 

rattling by us like express trains, carrying 

the burden of those who are too lazy to 

think for themselves.  

Not even philosophers argue today; 

they only explain away. A book full of bad 

logic, advocating all manner of moral laxi-

ty, is not refuted by critics; it is merely 

called “bold, honest, and fearless.” Even 

those periodicals which pride themselves 

upon their open-mindedness on all ques-

tions are far from practicing the lost art of 

controversy. Their pages contain no con-

troversies, but only presentations of points 

of view; these never rise to the level of ab-

stract thought in which argument clashes 

with argument like steel with steel, but 

rather they content themselves with the 

personal reflections of one who has lost his 

faith, writing against the sanctity of mar-

riage, and of another who has kept his 

faith, writing in favor of it. Both sides are 

shooting off firecrackers, making all the 

noise of an intellectual warfare and creat-

ing the illusion of conflict, but it is only a 

sham battle in which there are no casual-

ties; there are plenty of explosions, but 

never an exploded argument.”1 

W 
hat is most disturbing to 

my mind, based on all 

observable evidence, is 

the complacency that permeates those 

who should know better. Archbishop 

Sheen continued by observing that 

“there has sprung up a disturbing indiffer-

ence to truth, and a tendency to regard the 

useful as the true, and the impractical as 

the false. The man who can make up his 

mind when proofs are presented to him is 

looked upon as a bigot, and the man who 

ignores proofs and the search for truth is 

looked upon as broadminded and tolerant.  

Another evidence of this same disre-

spect for rational foundations is the gen-

eral readiness of the modern mind to ac-

cept a statement because of the literary 

way in which it is couched, or because of 

the popularity of the one who says it, ra-

ther than for the reasons behind the state-

ment. In this sense, it is unfortunate that 

some men who think poorly can write so 

well.” 

W 
hat immediately comes 

to mind is the precipitous 

descent from the heights 

of rational thought and constructive 

argument to the nadir of mob-rule 

and double-think which has be-

come normative on campuses of 

“higher” education. Once consid-

ered a sanctuary, “a place set aside 

for a holy purpose, not to be reduced to 

the practicalities of daily life, much less 

to political utility,” the university 

was then the locus for rational in-

quiry, conversation, and argument; 

a tranquil island where truth was 

pursued for its own sake.    

 Anthony Esolen asks, “What hap-

pens when you deface the campus with 

political demonstrations?” and an-

swers, “You serve notice to all students 

and faculty that will and force, not reason, 

should dominate. You do not begin a dis-

cussion. You end it, or you ensure that no 

reasoned discussion will take place to 

begin with. You imply a threat of force 

against anyone who should dare, within 

class or without, to differ from what you 

have set down as what all right-

thinking human beings  

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3  
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 

must accept. 

H 
ow destructive is this? There 

are sins, and there are sins. 

The pitcher who fails to keep 

himself in good condition serves up a crip-

ple pitch, and the batter deposits it into the 

bleachers. The priest lets his mind wander 

and disappoints his parishioners by his 

inattention. The professor cobbles together 

an article from two or three sources but 

never bothers to consult the most im-

portant. These sinners fail by deficiency. 

That is not the case with the mob. The 

pitcher ‘cuts’ the ball on his belt buckle to 

make his pitch dance, hiding his violation 

from the umpire. The professor, giving 

way to partisan inclination, tweaks the 

results of one of his sources, and raids an-

other which he does not name. These sin-

ners cheat, but their hypocrisy still recog-

nizes, at least in theory, the good wherein 

they participate. 

The batter runs the bases backwards. 

The professor takes a bullhorn and marches 

around campus, crying out, ‘Death to Pa-

triarchy!’ The priest interrupts the proces-

sion to dance with a man in drag, and to 

give hosts of the Eucharist to a clown, to 

juggle. Here we have something worse 

than the poor show, or the cheat. We have 

the spoilsport, the travesty, the sacrilege. 

We do not have a bad baseball game. We 

have no game at all. We do not have a slip-

shod religious procession. We have no reli-

gious procession. And we do not have a 

college, a sacred space set aside for the sake 

of truth. We have a tremendously expen-

sive vacant lot for use by political mobs.”2 

Esolen earlier described a Corpus 

Christi procession where the priest 

solemnly carries the monstrance, while 

worshippers sing Pange Lingua. “The 

procession embraces young and old, men 

and women, made one in their common 

worship of the Lord who gave himself up 

for their salvation. They neither efface nor 

flaunt their individuality, nor slay it upon 

the altar of lust and violence. They forget 

it, … That does not mean that the wor-

shipers warp or stifle their capacity to rea-

son. As song is language straining up-

ward, raised to its heights and even be-

yond, so reason refined of error and aimed 

toward the highest of its objects trembles 

upon the threshold of faith.” 

Esolen concludes: 

“I assume that no sane person would 

have his financial blood drawn down to the 

dregs to support a vacant lot trampled by 

mobs. The public does have an interest in 

the sacred space of the college, and in its 

protection. Though the irony may be lost 

on our secular contemporaries, who seem 

to believe that the true university sprang 

like Athena full-grown from the head of a 

doper at Berkeley fifty-odd years ago, we 

may end up owing the survival of reason 

and its sanctuary to Christians, who in-

vented the institution in the first place. 

May owe—if professors, students, 

and administrators of Christian colleges 

remember what they are. For at my college 

right now, that Corpus Christi procession 

I imagined was forbidden, on the grounds 

that it might be ‘divisive,’ but political 

demonstrations enjoy official sanction and 

approval.” 

R 
eturning to the observation 

that thinking is a difficult 

task which may explain why 

so few indulge in it, along with the 

current dismal and shameful state of 

our institutions of higher education, 

reminds me of a recent article in the 

local newspaper, which tragically re-

lates. The article reported on the ongo-

ing battle between the governor and 

the local school board over funding for 

a program signed into law two years 

ago with the heart-rending title “Read 

By Grade 3.”  

N 
either the specifics of the 

program nor the arguments 

pro and con are germane 

here. What is germane but neither 

asked nor answered is of far greater 

importance and is indicative of what 

the venerable archbishop indicated 

when he wrote “Fine-sounding phrases 

… go rattling by us like express trains, 

carrying the burden of those who are too 

lazy to think for themselves.”  

Digest, if you will, for a moment: 

“Read By Grade 3.” While not oblivi-

ous to the challenges some children 

might face, the notion that any child, 

by age nine, cannot read is simply be-

yond the pale. As a teacher, a parent, 

and a grandparent I have to ask: what 

are these children being taught and 

how are they expected to learn if they 

cannot read competently by the third 

grade. Given this tragic inability to 

read at grade level or at all, it is easy to 

understand why the average reading 

level for Americans is no higher than 

grade 8.  

The ability to read is fundamental 

to learning; no other skill is as im-

portant or so essential. Yet, it would 

seem, our schools are incapable, un-

willing, or negligent in teaching such 

an important and fundamental skill to 

our children. No doubt this view will 

raise some controversy and argument,   

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6  
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Is Seeing Believing? 
Faith in things unseen 

O 
nce upon a time—isn’t 

that how all good tales 

begin—in the spring of 

1955, shortly before my 

eighth birthday, I was blessed by the 

Holy Spirit through the Sacrament of 

Confirmation. While I have little recol-

lection of this now, I have a certificate 

from the parish attesting to the fact 

that I was indeed confirmed at such 

a young age.    

I no longer can recall why I 

chose Thomas as my Christian 

name, yet, looking back on it now 

that more than sixty years have 

past, I must admit it could only 

have been by the grace of the Holy 

Spirit, for I could not have chosen a 

more appropriate name.  

Thomas—derived from the Ar-

amaic Te’oma, meaning twin, also 

answered to the Greek Didymus, 

which also meant twin. So, Thomas 

was probably a twin, perhaps to 

Matthew.  

While I have no twin by birth, I 

was born in June under the sign of 

Gemini, the Twins. I suspect that 

Thomas was a Gemini as well, as we 

both seem to share the same or similar 

traits: moody, inquisitive, honest in 

belief yet slow to believe, logical and 

thoughtful, subject to despondency, 

obstinate, often disagreeable and quar-

relsome. Peter even complained that 

Thomas was “mean, ugly, and always 

suspicious.”  

Yet the better the disciples knew 

Thomas, the more they liked him; they 

found him superbly honest and un-

flinchingly loyal, perfectly sincere and 

unquestionably truthful. He was a nat-

ural-born faultfinder and a real pessi-

mist. Man do I relate to St. Thomas!  

I was born and raised in Missouri, 

the “Show Me” state. The state animal 

is the mule, representing the inherent 

stubbornness of its citizens. I am not 

sure how, but Thomas must have been 

a Missourian.  

H 
e earned the doubter moni-

ker because he always 

looked on the gloomy side 

of things. You should recall how, in 

John 11:16, when Jesus decided to re-

turn to Judea to raise Lazarus, the dis-

ciples tried to talk him out of it be-

cause the Jews had but recently 

attempted to stone him there. This is 

where we first meet up with Thomas.  

R 
emember what Thomas 

said—here I cannot help but 

hear the voice of Eeyore from 

the Winnie the Pooh tales—saying in 

that resigned, woe-begone, less-than 

hopeful tone: “Oh well. I suppose we 

simply must go with him and die!”    

If Thomas was anything, he was 

practical, and he had an inquiring 

mind. He was not afraid to ask the 

tough questions, questions that others 

were either too afraid or embar-

rassed to ask.  

At the Last Supper, after washing 

the disciples’ feet, Jesus begins to 

speak of his impending death and 

ascension into heaven. From the 

comments made by the disciples it 

is clear that they haven’t a clue 

about what Jesus is telling them, 

and yet, no one except Thomas 

speaks up. Thomas says, “Jesus, I 

haven’t the slightest clue what you are 

talking about. How are we expected to 

know the way when we don’t have any 

idea where you are going? So, can’t 

you just tell us where you are going?”  

Is it any wonder Thomas reacted 

as he did when Jesus appears to the 

disciples and he isn’t there? Thomas 

reacts as we might expect, he stays 

true to his character. Surprisingly, 

Thomas’ reaction isn’t all that different 

than when Mary tells the disciples the 

same thing. With doubt and perhaps 

some fear. But, unlike the others, 

Thomas declares firmly and unequivo-

cally: “Unless I see the mark of the nails 

in his hands and put my finger into the 

nailmarks and put my hand into his side, I 

will not believe.” He puts conditions on 

his faith, he demands hard evidence,  

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5  
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indisputable proof that Jesus has risen.  

He said “show me” just as any respecta-

ble Missourian might say.  

H 
owever, when one makes 

statements as vocal and as 

uncompromising as Thom-

as, one must be prepared to eat crow. 

He knew when he was beat. He knew 

when it was time to shut up and bow 

down. When Jesus appeared to him a 

week later, he was convinced not only 

that he had risen from the dead but 

that he was truly God.  

Thomas discovered Christ in his 

unbelief. He refused to believe without 

entering the wounds, and in this he 

was right, for “faith must be found as 

much in the wounds of life as in the glo-

ries. And from the wounds, a faith might 

most amazingly emerge.”1  

Thomas was blessed with the op-

portunity to actually see the risen 

Lord. Although, as Jesus reminds him, 

“Blessed are those who have not seen and 

have believed.” That includes us, my 

dear brothers and sisters. That in-

cludes us.  

“There is a subtext to Jesus’ comment 

that while Thomas became a believer in the 

seeing, those who do not have the joy of 

seeing offer something far more splendid in 

their act of sightless faith. We are told that 

Jesus did other signs. The ones scripture 

records are meant to help us believe that 

Jesus is the Messiah. That belief, that faith, 

is finally felt and expressed not in sheer joy 

alone, but in arduous trial, in the plague of 

worry or doubt, in the grip of fear. These 

lacks, these wounds, these trials make faith 

shine all the more and the hearts that hold 

such faith more precious than gold.”2 

His hardheaded insistence on the 

facts resulted in the others calling him 

“doubting Thomas.” Doubter though he 

was, a man slow to make up his mind, 

he was born with a thirst for honest 

inquiry and one who dearly loved a 

fact—yet once doubts were resolved, 

his loyalty was simple, fixed and un-

shakable. When Thomas saw nothing 

but disaster ahead, he nevertheless 

remained steadfast in his devotion to 

Jesus, more courageous than the other 

disciples. 

Although Thomas loved Jesus un-

reservedly, he feared the dangerous 

situations in which Jesus so often 

placed himself and his disciples. His 

practical nature drew him to pragmat-

ic but often pessimistic conclusions. 

Thomas had always belonged to Jesus. 

Yes, he was irascible, cynical, and per-

haps a bit overly pessimistic, but when 

he was presented with undeniable 

proof, he sank to his knees in total sur-

render to his Lord and his God.  

W 
hile Thomas had a skep-

tical mind, he was more 

importantly a genuine 

seeker of truth, for when proof of Jesus 

Christ’s resurrection was presented to 

him, he not only believed, he acknowl-

edged the divinity of Jesus.  

He asked questions because he 

sought the truth. Doubters, while lack-

ing in faith, by expressing their 

doubts, express their honesty.  

We too often presume that faith, 

like love, will make everything some-

how easier, even effortless. We tell 

ourselves that if we really believed in 

and loved God, we would never 

doubt, but in the words of Saint Peter, 

“rejoice with inexpressible joy.”  

Y 
et, that is not the way either 

love or faith works. “Perhaps a 

parent’s greatest love for a child 

appears more in the hard times than the 

happy times. Perhaps a friend’s trust … is 

more deeply felt when inclination is other-

wise than when it seems effortless.” Ad-

mittedly, that “inexpressible joy” is part 

of our Easter faith, but our faith is re-

vealed in sad and troubling moments 

as well.  

We each hold a bit of the 

“Doubting  Thomas” within ourselves—

moments of doubt and uncertainty, 

times when our faith falters, when we 

are faced with serious problems, when 

we are afraid of what lies ahead. But 

then, so to were the disciples afraid, 

they locked themselves in, out of fear; 

they were confused and unsettled, not 

knowing what lay ahead. Faith is not 

the absence of pain or sorrow or loss. 

It is, rather, the bearing of our pain or 

sorrow or loss in faith. “Faith does not 

take away the wounds; it transforms them. 

In faith, flaws are not obliterated; they are 

refined and purified.”  

Even though we have never seen 

our risen Lord, let us strive to make 

our faith in God and Jesus as strong 

and true as Thomas. 

Amen.  

Homily  for the 
Second Sunday of Easter (A) 

Acts 2:42-47 
1 Peter 1:3-9  

John 20:19-31 

 
    

1. John Kavanaugh, SJ, The Trying of Faith, St. Louis 
University Center for Sunday Liturgy. 

2. John Kavanaugh, SJ, The Trying of Faith. 
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to which I will only say, bring it on, 

provide reasoned argument, not dia-

tribe or insult.  

T 
o be completely fair, the fault 

for the abject failure to teach 

our children to read does not 

rest solely upon the poor shoulders of 

those who teach in our schools. For 

just as teachers teach, parents parent 

and are therefore equally as responsi-

ble for their children’s education and 

just as culpable when their children 

fail to learn.    

It matters little, in the end, as to 

who is at fault. For in the truest sense, 

we all are to blame for this mess we 

have made for ourselves. Each of us 

shares by some measure in the ever 

deepening quagmire in which we now 

find ourselves sinking. We have sunk 

so low it is difficult to see a path that 

can leads us again to solid ground. But 

we must if we are to survive as a civili-

zation. 

What is crucially important to 

comprehend is that we have truly be-

come a society of illiterates, a civiliza-

tion lacking in the fundamental and 

necessary skills to think reasonably 

and rationally. We have lost the artist-

ry of argument and controversy,  no 

longer capable of expressing ourselves 

with clarity of thought and reasoned 

argument.  

Our Smartphones have surpassed 

us in smarts, relieving us of the drear 

onerous task of thinking for ourselves. 

And so we have abrogated our respon-

sibility to discern fact from fiction, 

truth from falsehood; for in all hones-

ty, we simply no longer care to know 

it. Thus, campuses no longer attempt 

to educate, rather they protest and 

pontificate, and provide over-priced 

safe-havens for indulgent, over-

sensitized snowflakes who have no 

inclination to think beyond their self-

centeredness. Students now attend 

colleges and university to postpone 

life, not to discover it.  

Far too many are willing to disen-

gage their minds, to accept as logical 

the infinite number of answers to the 

simple formula of two plus two. The 

fact that there is one and only one true 

answer is of no consequence to such  

minds, for as Archbishop Sheen so 

sagely observed: “To some minds, of 

course, the startling will always appear to 

be the profound. It is easier to get the 

attention of the press when one says, as 

Ibsen did, that “two and two make five,” 

than to be orthodox and say that two and 

two make four.” 

The lost art of controversy—here 

intended in its truest meaning—is, as 

quoted at the beginning, one without 

which no civilization can long survive. 

The venerable archbishop recognized 

the symptoms over eighty years ago, 

but few felt the need to listen; either 

that or they cared not enough to seek 

remedy for the affliction. It requires no 

stethoscope to hear the rales; now so 

loud we can no longer ignore its notice 

of civilization’s impending demise. 

A 
nd yet, I have no answers, 

only questions. What is 

needed most is wisdom, yet 

of late wisdom appears in such short 

supply.  

So shall we pray to God for wisdom, a 

thing we should have done long be-

fore? 

T 
he book of Job is the first of 

the wisdom books of the Old 

Testament. Here is what one 

writer offered which I found both use-

ful and wise: 

“So what kind of wisdom are we sup-

posed to get from it? We normally think of 

the wise person as the one with answers—

but that is precisely what Job is not given. 

In Job, the wise person is the one who 

trusts God even when the answers are not 

clear. The wise person is the one who does 

not presume to know those answers and 

glibly apply them to the one who is suffer-

ing (like Job’s friends did). The wise person 

is the one who questions God, but accepts 

that not all of his questions will be an-

swered in this life. What we get from Job, 

then, is not just certain bits of wisdom, but 

a new definition of wisdom itself. Wisdom 

is not just having answers, but having the 

humility to respond properly when you 

don’t.”4 

Let us pray: 

God, grant me the serenity 

to accept the things 

I cannot change, 

Courage to change 

the things I can, 

and Wisdom to know 

the difference.  

Amen.  

    

1. Fulton J. Sheen PhD, DD, LLD, Old Errors and New 
Labels, (New York: Century Co., 1931) 

2. Anthony Esolen, Editorial: Campus Descent, Touch-
stone Magazine, Volume 30, Number 3, May/June 
2017, 3-4. 

3. Siobhan McAndrew, “Sandoval defends Read by 
Grade 3 following Washoe school district’s criti-
cism”, Reno Gazette-Journal, April 20, 2017. 

4. Donald T. Williams, Wise Without Answers, Touch-
stone Magazine, Volume 30, Number 3, May/June 
2017, 4. 
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Deacon’s Diner 
Food for a restless mind 

F 
or those restless minds 

that hunger and thirst for 

more. Each week  this 

space will offer a menu of 

interesting and provocative titles, 

written by Catholic authors, in 

addition to those referenced in the 

articles, for you to feed your restless 

mind.  

BOOKS 

Faith Comes From What Is Heard 

Lawrence Feingold 

Emmaus Academic 

July 8, 2016, 756 pages. 

Called To Communion 

Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger 

Ignatius Press 

1996, 165 pages. 

Orthodoxy 

G. K. Chesterton 

Digireads. com  

March 30, 2004, 121 pages. 

Originally published 1908.  

PERIODICALS 

First Things  
Institute on Religion and Public Life 

Editor: R. R. Reno 

Ten Issues per year. 

www.firstthings.com 

Touchstone  
A Journal of Mere Christianity 

Editor: James M. Kushiner 

Bi-Monthly. 

www.touchstonemag.com 

Catholic Answers Magazine 

Share the Faith, Defend the Faith 

Editor: Tim Ryland 

Bi-Monthly. 

www.catholic.com 

Et Quod Hoc ... 
This and that ... 

C 
ardinal Robert Sarah, the pre-

fect of the Congregation for 

Divine Worship and the Dis-

cipline of the Sacraments, is the co-

author of The Power of Silence: Against 

the Dictatorship of Noise.     

In an interview for the National 

Catholic Register (April 16-29, 2017) 

Cardinal Sarah spoke of “the silence of 

Easter” which he likened to “a profound 

silence, an immense peace and a pure taste 

in the soul. It is the taste of heaven, away 

from all disordered excitement.” As he 

explains:  

“I am struck always by the homily of 

Bishop Melito of Sardis in the office of 

Readings on Easter Saturday as the 

Church Universal awaits the great vigil of 

Easter: ‘Something strange is happening—

there is a great silence on earth today, a 

great silence and stillness. The whole earth 

keeps silence because the King is asleep. 

The earth trembled and is still because God 

has fallen asleep in the flesh, and he has 

raised up all who have slept ever since the 

world began. God has died in the flesh, and 

hell trembles in fear.’ 

It is imperative for us to rediscover the 

Easter we celebrate in each of our Eucha-

rists. We must rediscover the urgency and 

importance of celebrating the Eucharist in 

silence: the silence of Easter. 

Paschal vision does not consist in a 

rapture of the spirit; it is the silent discov-

ery of God. 

If only the Mass could be, each morn-

ing, what it was on Golgotha and on East-

er morning! 

Remember that the Resurrection of 

Christ itself on Easter morning was seen 

by no one and was made in silence. 

The sound of Christ’s resurrection is 

not one of trumpet blasts and cymbal 

crashes, but, like the Introit chant of Easter 

morning, is a tranquil, mystical ascent 

from death to life. 

Easter marks the triumph of life over 

death, the victory of Christ’s silence over 

the great roar of hatred and falsehood.” 

The Cardinal had much more to 

offer in his interview but this struck a 

chord, something to meditate and to 

reflect on. We too often forget the im-

portance of silence in the “celebration” 

of the Eucharist. We forget that the 

Paschal mystery does not demand or 

call for a “rapture of the spirit” made so 

by the “joyful noise” of trumpet blasts 

and crashing cymbals. We forget that 

only in silence can we truly discover 

God’s presence. 

Cardinal Sarah said elsewhere, 

“When you speak in a low voice, only peo-

ple who are silent around you can hear 

you. God is a discreet lover — he is a si-

lent and humble lover —and does not 

want to impose himself upon our freedom. 

In coming silently into this world, he 

wanted to show that his relationships with 

us were to be free. He didn’t want to crush 

us like a dictator; but on the contrary, he 

wanted to make us free from the slavery of 

sin and from the tyranny of the devil. To 

do so, he acted humbly, the exact opposite 

to the pride of Satan.” 

There is great wisdom in his 

words, wisdom which we all should 

take into the silence of our hearts.  
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